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About This Game

What is love?

By the creators of Close Your Eyes. A classic love story. A stubborn woman named Gwen is off to save her girlfriend, Flora,
from a strange depressed phantom know as ArKun. Now Gwen must go rescue Flora and reunite with her one true love. You

can do it, admirable player, most certainly. After all, this is just a game.

It's all just a game.

This game includes the following to some degree:
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Voice Acting

Original Artwork

Original Music

Original Spritework

Default RPG Maker Assets

Love
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Title: Take the Dream IX
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Yai Gameworks
Publisher:
Yai Gameworks
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016
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take the dream ix coffin. take the dream ix. take the dream ix walkthrough

This game is like taking a random pill. It takes about a hour before it kicks in. Once it kicks in you will be spending the entire
game on a weird drug trip. I highly recommend playing other Yai Gameworks games before playing this one.. wow. Absoutely
loved everything about this game. The artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some places. The soundtrack is perfect and it
really gets me into the game. The puzzles were nicely structured and the plot is magnificant. Can't wait to see what else you have
in store for us! :D. I didn't really have any expectations of this game, it met those expectations.. Starting off with the fact that I
downloaded quite a few free to play games from steam just to see if there were any different ftp games. Playing this one in
specific, I started off by looking at this game in the lowest expectations ever, mainly due to some other games I previously tried.
Although, the more I played through the game the more I enjoyed it. The start seeming like a normal RPG maker game, but as
if aspects of an rpg maker being left out.
a quick moving story making you distant from the characters themselves, then turning into a horror-ish confusing nonsense
game where you just want to find out what is happening. Playing through to the very end to see wtf this game even was.

Although, it seems like the main character is kind of a prick to begin with. But overall, it was interesting, and free, so yeah, not
a bad play mostly compared to some others....

Also, found out it has many references to "Close your eyes", cause yeah, same, etc.. really good game, interesting plot, i have
covered the first part on steam, feel free to check it out! :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7M59qKUhE8Q. I really enjoyed the game. Going off to save my girlfriend ^^
A short timekiller.. A simple RPG maker game that toys with some interesting concepts that I won't spoil. Well worth the small
amount of time it takes to playthrough. Gameplay mechanics are marred slightly due to a few poorly explained puzzles, which is
the game's challenge, along with trying to piece together the rather touching story through some interesting concepts. I do wish
that the developer improved the game with more features, but I'm still pleasantly suprised at what came out of RPG maker.
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It's an experimental mess, and I love every single second of it.. I really enjoy AestheticGamer's approach to horror - and,
without spoilers - some great satire on the current state of gaming in Take the Dream IX. I felt genuinely interested in the
characters, and throughly enjoyed the different themes laced through the gameplay. Yes, this was a rougher, more experimental
game, but I feel that sometimes those are the best! Nothing is gained without sometimes just throwing things at the wall until
they stick, and the atmosphere and mood created a great sense of dread in certain points of the game that I found engrossing.

Addressing one of the elephants in the room: There is a particular section of the game that is a bit difficult. It took me about 8 -
10 attempts to clear it, and I could see people (myself included) raging a bit about it. I think I have very clear idea about what
the creator was trying to do here, and it made especially more sense upon the next part of the game.

Let's just say, it's a satire of a particular style of game - one that tends to get a lot of coverage through certain social media
channels. I tip my bonnet to you sir.

Anywho, overall a very unique and enjoyable horror / comedy / tragedy / satire experience. I will continue to look forward to
future games by Yai Gameworks!. Fun and creepy game to play. Wondering if choices effect the outcome of the game so will
be doing another playthrough. XD

The story kept me guessing and creepied me out, It was confusing but in a good way that you wanted to figure out where the
next jump was going to take you.. A unique "horror" rpg. Loved the homage to other popular horror pixeled rpgs game.
The story was interesting and puzzles were well thought out.

All around a fun game to play. I hope to see more like it.. Had a nice time playing it, though some parts of the story are left
hanging. My only cons are:
 the story ended "bad"-ish for Gwen. ( wished for a happy ending , but that just personal )
AND..... was to damn short :D. Regardlles was an awsome game. GRZ to the devs and the team.. Gostei bastante do game , o
fato de ele estar somente em ingles limita o publico , mas é um bom jogo anyway
recomendo .. i played this game. I'm sorry I couldn't do it. I tried a few times and my tolerance for rpgmaker games is high and I
have been playing them since I was 13 some good some bad and now apparently ones I have to pay for (this one is free). This
game sad to say is on the side of the bad. The mapping was so lazy (0:07 is a great example of amatuer lazy mapping) and the
dialogue was so cringeworthy.
I hate to bash a rpgmaker game because most of the time it's work done by 1 person.
But eventually I may come back and change my opion is I can push myself through. I will say they had the decency to make it
FTP and not charge a outrageous $10 - $15 like the insulting Ara Fell does.. I think there is a bug where you are in that purple
map after the palace scene, and you go down the hallway and nothing happened, I've walked down the hallway for more than 10
times.
Solved: go down the hallway then go up for 1 to 2 times.

At the beginning the story was fine but when you go deep the story get awkward and messy.
The music and the demon king's voice were annoying.. I only wish it was longer!
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